Smart control of the CeraPro underfloor heating system will
ensure comfort, reduce energy consumption, and save on running
costs. These environmental and financial considerations mean
the use of a control system is a responsible approach to energy
management.
CeraPro is supported with a range of Raychem underfloor heating
controls, including fully customisable on/off timer functions and
economy settings to ensure only the heat needed is delivered to
the room.
CeraPro is also compatible with Raychem‘s energy saving Isolecta
tile insulation board which can improve heat up times up to 65%
and reduce energy consumption up to 20%. This is a significant
factor for warmth on-demand and running cost savings.

Total Care Warranty

CeraPro

Flexible electrical
underfloor heating

Up to 20 years without worry with
a different warranty concept
Quality products – installed and checked by a professional
electrician – assure home owners the long lasting
comfort of a warm floor. When installing Raychem
underfloor heating systems, electricians can now offer
a 12 Year Total Care Warranty to their customers.
The full support of a quality brand comes with it.
Certified Pro installers can extend the Total Care Warranty
to 20 years.

Total Care = doing what it takes to assure
a warm floor
In the rare event that our product would fail and we cannot repair it,
we will not only provide you with a new product and pay the costs of
installing it, we will also take care that the floor covering is repaired
or replaced to the equivalent standard.
For the complete information, download the Warranty Certificate
and Registration form from www.raychemfloorheating.com.

www.raychemfloorheating.com
Contact your local professional for further information.
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Take control of your warmth

...for the
home

Treat yourself
to a luxurious
comfortable
warm floor

Comfortable
Raychem CeraPro: The comfortable,
underfloor heating solution

Easy-to-Install

Flexible

1

Clean the sub-floor

2

Prime the sub-floor

out the required
3Measure
cable spacing

4Apply double sided tape

5Install the cable

6Fix the cable with mesh

7

8

CeraPro underfloor heating is
appropriate for all tile floors

The heat you need, always
Ordinary wall mounted radiators heat the air adjacent to their
location. This heat rises and the further you are from the radiator,
the less benefit you feel. With CeraPro the room benefits from
even warmth distribution and minimises temperature variations
throughout the room. The power output of the system can also be
designed to deliver either subtle complimentary warmth or full room
heating. Being a heating cable also means irregular shaped rooms can
easily be designed.

Luxurious comfort in your home
Tiled floors make a wonderful
addition to the home; practical,
hard wearing and extremely
hygienic. Such floor covering
is becoming a strong design
element in bathrooms, wet rooms,
kitchens, and conservatories,
contributing a contemporary
aesthetic in modern home design.
Adding warmth to this design
feature is an affordable luxury
with valuable benefits.
Walking on a warm tiled floor is a wonderful sensation. With CeraPro,
when your feet are warm, your entire body feels warm and cosy.
CeraPro is also an invisible heat source, being installed directly
into the tile adhesive. There is no need to adjust existing floor heights
to accommodate the heater.

5 good reasons to choose Raychem CeraPro
1

The affordable luxury of a warm floor!

2

The installation is simple, straightforward and fast.
Ideal for renovation projects.

3

Increased flexibility, with the use of high grade polymers
assuring excellent performance.

4

Ultrathin solution.

5

Total Care Warranty.

Install the tiles

Under control:
CeraPro is compatible with a complete range of floor heating
controls which allow for customised heating control.

